Function-based assessment of structural similarity measurements using metal co-factor orientation.
Structure comparison is widely used to quantify protein relationships. Although there are several approaches to calculate structural similarity, specifying significance thresholds for similarity metrics is difficult due to the inherent likeness of common secondary structure elements. In this study, metal co-factor location is used to assess the biological relevance of structural alignments. The distance between the centroids of bound co-factors adds a chemical and function-relevant constraint to the structural superimposition of two proteins. This additional dimension can be used to define cut-off values for discriminating valid and spurious alignments in large alignment sets. The hypothesis underlying our approach is that metal coordination sites constrain structural evolution, thus revealing functional relationships between distantly related proteins. A comparison of three related nitrogenases shows the sequence and fold constraints imposed on the protein structures up to 18 Å away from the centers of their bound metal clusters.